Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cortical folding serves as a marker of late ontogenetic brain development in mammalians. The high level of gyrification in humans is associated with an increase in overall cerebral size and reflects an enlargement of cerebral surface area. The gyrification pattern is largely complete by birth and displays smooth, continuous development. Gyri and sulci appear in a specific order: the least variable "primary" gyri are first to appear, followed by the moderately variable "secondary" gyri then finally, the most variable "tertiary" gyri develop \[[@CR1]\]. In humans, the sulco-gyral development continues until early adulthood. Although maximal GI values are reached in infancy, a process of "compensation" allows for continued growth to be accommodated by compensatory tertiary folding which maintains GI levels \[[@CR1]\]. The formation of sulcal and gyral patterns appears to be a genetically programed and environmentally influenced event \[[@CR2]\]. Different studies point to a fractional genetic determined composition of sulcal and gyral structures. One study group explored brain volumes and external sulcal patterns in monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins and found contribution of genes in cortical gyral patterns \[[@CR3]\]. Their results indicate that gyral patterns are significantly more alike within MZ twin pairs than within DZ twin pairs, whereas the heritability of brain volume is more distinctive than the heritability of sulcal variation \[[@CR3]\]. Lohmann et al. \[[@CR4]\] reported that human sulcal patterns are significantly more alike in MZ twins than in unrelated and matched pairlings and that the shape of deep (ontogenetically early) sulci of the human brain is more strongly predetermined than the superficial sulci. These findings lead to the conclusion that the cerebral gyrification and the shape of the human brain might be a largely genetically determined process.

To investigate the mainly unknown mechanisms of gyral and sulcal ontogenesis, twin studies have been of particular significance \[[@CR4]\] and several studies have reported highly significant correlations between healthy MZ twins for midline structures, total brain volume, total brain surface area and various cerebral substructures \[[@CR5]\]. Compared to this midline structures and brain volumes, the patterns of gyral and sulcal development seemed to have more variability in twins \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR6]\], indicating that cortical surface development is under greater nongenetic influence than other brain measures \[[@CR7]\]. However, the processes underlying the development of cortical convolution in healthy and mental ill persons and their relationship to cortical regionalization remain essentially unknown \[[@CR8]\] and only few studies did survey similarity of twin brain. Changes in cortical surface and especially in prefrontal gyrification have been recently observed in different, highly heritable psychiatric diseases, like schizophrenia \[[@CR9]\] or obsessive--compulsive disorder \[[@CR10]\]. These findings have been interpreted as a hint toward an abnormal neurodevelopment of brain structures in these psychiatric diseases, and gyrification changes are discussed to be an endophenotypic marker, whereas strong evidence is lacking.

The aim of our study was to determine the genetic influence on prefrontal cortical folding using the Gyrification index (GI) in order to compare prefrontal gyrification between MZ and DZ twins. The GI is a ratio of the inner and the outer contour of the brain \[[@CR11]\] and it increases proportionally to the number of gyri \[[@CR12]\].

Two different procedures of measuring GI are available. In the present study, we used an automated \[[@CR13]\] and a manual method \[[@CR14]\] to determine the gyrification index for the comparison of MZ and DZ twin pairs and unrelated pairs. This procedure was chosen to gaze specifically at prefrontal gyrification by using the M-GI method and to minimize haziness of the A-GI method, which can be lead back to the fact that A-GI is applied to every coronal slice.

Different studies have pointed out the similarity in brain morphology in MZ and DZ twins, but to our knowledge our study is the first exploring the effects of heritability on cortical surface in healthy MZ and DZ twins using two different, well-validated methods, for calculating GI. With regard to the above cited literature, we set up the hypothesis that MZ twins would present more similar GI and brain volumes than DZ twins. Compared to unrelated pairs, we assumed that twin pairs would present more similarity in the mentioned target regions.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Subjects {#Sec3}
--------

In total 24 subjects were included in this study. Six male MZ twin pairs (mean age 27.2 years, range 19--36 years) and six male DZ (mean age 26.7 years, range 24--29 years) twin pairs participated in the study and none of the subjects had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. To evaluate unrelated pairs within the sample, we composed age-matched unrelated pairs from our two study groups. After a complete description of the study, written informed consent was obtained from each subject. The local ethics committees approved the protocol, which was in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki.

MRI acquisitation {#Sec4}
-----------------

MRI scanning was performed on a 1.5 Tesla Philips S15-ACS using a T1-weighted, FLASH-3-sequence (17 ms repetition time, 5 ms echo time, 35° angle) with 53 consecutive slices of 3 mm thickness and a pixel size of 0,449 × 0,449 mm. Prior to analysis, scans were realigned so that the coronal plane was orthogonal to the AC-PC line.

Image processing and analysis used the software packages Analyze (Mayo Foundation, 1999), SPM as well as own IDL applications. Details on image preprocessing operations were described in previous work \[[@CR13]\]. Briefly summarized, the SPM package (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>) \[[@CR15]\] was used to perform preprocessing functions on images used in this study. The T~1~ weighted scans were segmented in native space using the SPM segment function, after which the SPM brain extraction function recovered a tissue mask for each scan. These masks were combined with the native T1 s to give each brain a T1 tissue image with nonbrain tissue and CSF removed. The SPM coregistration function provided a mapping of the extracted brains into the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space to obtain AC-PC registration while maintaining the native space volumes. This mapping into the MNI space without size or shape adjustment was applied to the original T1, the brain tissue mask, and the three native space segments. These AC-PC registered images were then resliced to 1 × 1 × 1 cm voxel size, and they formed the base data structure upon which Automated-Gyrification Index (A-GI) was implemented. Volumes of total gray matter (GM), total white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were obtained as per SPM voxel-based morphometry (VBM) protocols using a MATLAB algorithm \[[@CR15]\].

Automated-gyrification index (A-GI) processing {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------

A full description of the A-GI process was given from our and other study groups elsewhere \[[@CR10], [@CR13], [@CR16]\]. Briefly, the process can be divided into two procedures, the prefrontal lobe detection and the A-GI extraction. In the first procedure, an automated parcellation procedure is used to locate the left and right prefrontal lobes. In the second automated procedure, the inner and outer contours are traced. In A-GI, the inner trace is a composite of the exposed surface and closed sulci tracings. The closed sulci tracings are marked in yellow. The exposed surface is marked by a blue trace on the right side and a green trace on the left side. Where the left and right exposed surfaces overlap in the inter-hemisphere fissure a red trace is used. The length of the inner trace in the right side is given by a sum of the traces in red, blue, and two times the yellow (right hemisphere). Similarly, the left side inner is given by a sum of red, green, and twice the yellow (left hemisphere). This outer contour overlaps the inner contour exposed surface traces, except where are open sulci occur near the cortical surface. The outer contour is calculated for the left and right hemispheres by following this red trace. Once this has been done, the GI values are calculated for each slice and exported to a tab-delimited text file format. Measurements were taken on every 1 mm prefrontal slice, approximating 40 slices per brain. The GI values for each slice within the region were summed and then divided by the number of slices, producing a mean GI value for each individual (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1GI-Automated tracking, modified according to \[[@CR10], [@CR13]\] the following: **a** Total inner contour trace on a coronal slice of a subject. *Colorsblue* exposed inner contour right, *green* exposed inner contour left, *yellow* buried inners. **b** Total outer contour trace on a coronal slice of a subject. Inner contours overlaid with smoothed outer and interhemisphere fissure trace in *red*

Manual gyrification index (M-GI) processing {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------

As described previously \[[@CR9], [@CR14]\], scans were realigned in the sagittal view resulting that the coronal plane was orthogonal to the AC--PC line. In coronal and axial view, the brains were aligned with respect to the midsagittal line. The measurements were performed with the software MRIcro (Chris Rorden, University of South Carolina, <http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/>). In accordance with our and others previous work \[[@CR9], [@CR14], [@CR17]\], slices for M-GI measurements of the prefrontal lobe were selected. In sagittal view, the first slice anterior to the genu of the corpus callosum vertical to the AC-PC-line was chosen as index slice for each subject. Two additional prefrontal lobe slices, 10 and 20 mm anterior to the index slice, were selected as well.

In coronal view, the outer and inner contour of prefrontal lobe was outlined manually in the identified slices including local maxima and minima of gyral and sulcal crests. The number of voxels (size 1 mm^3^) marking the contours was counted and the M-GI was calculated as the ratio of the inner and the outer contour (number of voxels) \[[@CR11]\].

Ten slices were selected randomly and M-GI measured twice presenting high intra rater reliability (right M-GI: *r* = 0.72, ICC = 0.74 and left M-GI: *r* = 0.98, ICC = 0.995).

Statistics {#Sec7}
----------

All statistical testing was conducted with SPSS for Windows 17 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). Level of significance was set at α = 0.05. Dependent variables were right and left GI in each subject for both methods (A--GI and M--GI), whole brain volume and absolute and relative prefrontal lobe, temporal lobe and cerebellum volume.

The sample consisted of 12 twin pairs (6 MZ, 6 DZ). As a permutation from these pairs an age-matched sample consisting of 12 unrelated pairs was assembled. First, for each independent variable Pearsons product moment correlations and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were calculated for the unrelated pairs, testing the hypothesis that ICC was larger than zero in this age-matched sample. Second, ICC was calculated for the group of all twin pairs. It was tested, if the ICC of the related twin pairs was larger than the observed ICC of the unrelated pairs (in case of being positive). In the case of a negative ICC in unrelated pairs, it was tested if the ICC of the twin pairs was larger than zero.

A type I error probability adjustment for the number of statistical tests was applied according to an improved Bonferroni method by Hommel \[[@CR18]\] based on Simes' test.

In additional analyses, all dependent variables ICC were calculated separately in MZ and DZ twin pairs. The extent of ICC in MZ was compared to the extent of ICC in DZ twins.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Age and gender characteristics {#Sec9}
------------------------------

All subjects were male. Mean age of the subjects was 27.0 years. In unrelated pairs, there were no significant differences between the ages of the first and the second subject of the pairs (*F* = 0.1, *df* = 1, 11, *P* = 0.80) and the correlation was high (ICC = 0.96, *df* = 11, 11, *P* \< 0.0005).

Comparison of A-GI and M-GI {#Sec10}
---------------------------

The mean value of A-GI (right A-GI = 2.265, SD = 0.132, left A-GI = 2.137, SD = 0.133) differed from the mean value of M-GI (right M-GI = 1.564, SD = 0.146, left M-GI = 1.527, SD = 0.129) in the whole sample. Every manually measured GI was significant smaller than an automatically measured GI. See Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for distributions of GI measurements in the different groups.Fig. 2Distributions of the gyrification index between twins. **a** Automated-GI and **b** manual-GI

Comparison of prefrontal GI between the MZ and DZ twins {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------------

Comparing the two groups of twin pairs A--GI did not show more similarity in MZ twins (right A-GI: ICC = 0.46; left A-GI: ICC = −0.03) compared to DZ twins (right A-GI: ICC = 0.70; left A-GI: ICC = 0.47). Regarding the A-GI, MZ twins did not exhibit more similarity (right A-GI: ICC = 0.52; left A-GI: ICC = 0.69) compared to DZ twins (right A-GI: ICC = 0.65; left A-GI: ICC = 0.61).

Comparison of prefrontal GI between related and unrelated pairs {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In unrelated pairs, ICCs were not significantly larger than zero. There were indications that similarity in A-GI and M-GI was larger in the twin pairs than in unrelated pairs, but only without adjustment for multiple testing. For details see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1ICC of absolute differences between related and unrelated pairsParameterICC unrelated pairsICC twin pairsICC twins vs. unrelated pairs*FdfP*Adjusted *P*A-GI right−0.0540.6073.9311, 110.0160.069A-GI left0.1390.3141.4211, 110.290.29M-GI right0.1380.5792.7311, 110.0550.13M-GI left0.4400.6461.8011, 110.160.29Absolute volume mm^3^ Temporal lobe right0.2010.5932.5611, 110.0650.21 Temporal lobe left0.2630.5592.1111, 110.110.24 Prefrontal lobe right0.0970.7666.0011, 110.0030.032 Prefrontal lobe left0.3200.7403.5311, 110.0200.092 Cerebellum−0.0570.7688.4211, 110.00070.007 Whole brain−0.2210.82110.7211, 110.00020.003Relative volume % Temporal lobe right−0.0800.4682.6211, 110.0630.16 Temporal lobe left−0.1300.6506.4111, 110.0020.017 Prefrontal lobe right−0.0530.6844.9811, 110.0070.057 Prefrontal lobe left0.0710.7277.1511, 110.0010.012 Cerebellum−0.2830.5783.5511, 110.0230.11*GI* gyrification index, *P* probability, *m* mean, *sd* standard deviation, *FF*--value, *df* degrees of freedom, *PP*--value, *adjusted PP* adjusted for multiple testing according to an improved Bonferroni procedure by Simes and Hommel

Comparison of absolute and relative brain volumes between related and unrelated pairs {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In unrelated pairs, ICC was not significantly larger than zero. ICCs were significantly larger in twin pairs compared to unrelated pairs concerning whole brain volume, absolute cerebellum volume, relative temporal lobe volume left, absolute prefrontal lobe volume right, relative prefrontal lobe volume left.

For all other brain volumes, ICC was either larger in twin pairs than in unrelated pairs, but did not reach significant without correction for multiple testing or ICC did not differ between groups. For details see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Absolute and relative brain volumes comparing MZ and DZ twins {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Comparing absolute total brain volume and absolute as well as relative volumes of right and left temporal lobe, right and left prefrontal lobe, and cerebellum did not reveal any significant differences between MZ twins and DZ twins.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

In the present study, we tried to investigate the impact of heritability on prefrontal gyrification index in a twin sample. Therefore, we compared MZ with DZ twins and related twin pairs with unrelated pairs. Our main finding was that MZ twins did not reveal more similarity concerning GI (automatically and manually measured) than DZ twins. Another finding is the nonexistent volume difference of different brain structures in our study group, which is in contrast to other studies referring to highly significant correlations between MZ twins for different brain structures and the brain volume. However, compared to unrelated pairs, related twin pairs showed more similarity concerning A-GI (without statistical correction) and the volumes of different brain areas, which is a well-known finding \[[@CR5]\].

The entire brain development is influenced by the interaction of different genetic and nongenetic factors, whereas formation of cortical convolutions seemed to be less genetically caused than midline structures, total brain volume, total brain surface area, and other cerebral substructures \[[@CR5]\]. Although many authors tried to understand the genetic control of cortical regionalization, the processes underlying development of cortical convolutions remained essentially unknown \[[@CR8], [@CR19]\].

In our sample, twins showed more similarity compared to unrelated pairs. However, MZ twins did not show more similarity concerning GI and brain volumes than DZ twins. This finding may support the hypothesis of a combination of nongenetic and genetic influences on the development of cortical surface and volume. If cortical folding and development is under high genetic control, than we would assume higher similarity of gyrification and volumes in a pair of MZ twins compared to DZ twin pairs and not only in twin pairs compared to unrelated pairs.

MZ can be described as natural clones, developing from one oozyte which is in contrast to DZ twins. However, DZ twins are perfectly matched twin pairs, sharing parts of their genome compared to unrelated pairs. Foregoing studies have used matched, but unrelated pairs as control groups and did find more similarity in MZ twins compared to these control groups. Our results reveal a new aspect of genetic control of gyrification. One possible explanation is that DZ twins are more similar than unrelated pairs making it difficult to detect differences in GI compared to MZ twins. DZ twins develop from two different oocytes but they are siblings and have a common genetic background and a much more common prenatal environment than unrelated pairs. These conditions might countermand the previously observed higher similarity in MZ twins compared to unrelated twins. Related DZ twins seem to provide a high similarity concerning GI too and therefore a difference in lower GI similarity compared to MZ twins could not be pictured.

Cortical folding, and therefore GI, is considered to be a marker of late ontogentic brain development. In this regard, axonal connectivity and axonal dispersion are of particular importance to cortical folding, because axonal tract development begins before the onset of cortical folding and tract lesions may affect gyral patterns \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. According to the model of tension-based morphogenesis, cortical folding is influenced by differences in mechanical tensions along axons connecting different cortical regions \[[@CR22]\]. The shape of cortical surface and therefore the gyrification pattern in humans are largely completed by birth and lead to a smooth, continuous development and the process of gyrification continues until early adulthood. In infancy maximal GI values are reached, but compensatory cortical folding maintains GI levels during continued growth \[[@CR1]\]. Neuronal connectivity and neuroplasticity have an impact on brain functions and neuronal organization throughout adulthood and environmental factors will influence these processes.

Because GI is different from gyral pattern and gyral pattern may be more heritable than GI, we additionally compared the similarity of gyral pattern between MZ and DZ twins. Two experienced raters (A.H. and T.W.), blind to subgroup, visually inspected two corresponding prefrontal coronal slides of each twin pair and assigned this pair to the MZ or DZ twin subgroup. Although the raters differed only in two cases, only half of the slices could be assigned correct. This results means that on a first glance visual inspection of the prefrontal gyral pattern does not allow to distinguish between MZ and DZ twins, and the similarity in gyral pattern may be not higher in MZ than DZ twins. Cognitive and psychological characteristics of MZ twins seem to be more genetically determined than gyral patterns and this inconsistency might suggest that gyral pattern variations are trivial in functional terms \[[@CR3], [@CR23]\].

Regarding the conjunction with the intrauterine development, some interesting aspects of gyrification occur. MZ twins do not have the same intrauterine environment \[[@CR24]\] and hypo- or hypergyria can be a consequence of disturbed fetal blood supply, intrauterine infection, or prenatal toxic events \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. To evaluate GI, varying aspects of intrauterine factors and postnatal development conditions have to be respected.

From a methodical point of view, comparison of A-GI and M-GI revealed differences in the mean value of the GI (data not shown). In our analysis, the A-GI method registered higher GI value than M-GI, which is conform to other published studies. In accordance to this study, the differences between both methods could be traced back to the fact that A-GI measurement was applied to every coronal slice, whereas manual trackings were taken from three selected slices. Further methodical aspects, like higher spatial frequencies when using A-GI and the subjective judgment of the first anterior trace in the M-GI method, have to be discussed, too \[[@CR13]\].

Our study supports the hypothesis that brain surface morphology, gyral patterns, and brain volumes underlie lesser genetic control than supposed \[[@CR3], [@CR5]\]. It might be speculated, that the lacking difference in GI between MZ twins and DZ twins in our study could be attributed to environmental factors and other aspects of human development, whereas the observed differences between twins and unrelated pairs point to a genetic influence on brain development. This may has an important impact on psychiatric research, because changes in prefrontal gyrification and cortical folding have been found in different psychiatric conditions, like schizophrenia, OCD, and bipolar disorder \[[@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR27], [@CR28]\].

One important limitation of our study is the relatively small number of twins with a small statistical power. Our results may not be conclusive for further interpretation and it should mentioned that the number of subjects needed to state a negative finding (comparison MZ vs. DZ twins) is substantially larger than to show a positive finding. However, we were able to present a significant difference between related and unrelated pairs, which might support our conclusions.

We are conscious that these results are preliminary and detailed information concerning genetic and environmental factors is only available to a limited extent. To summarize, we would like to suggest a hypothesis of a genetic influence on brain development with a glaring influence of environmental factors supporting a multifactor dimension of brain development.

None.
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